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Overview of market trends (as of 30 Sep 2021)
SICOM TSR20 (Active months)

SHFE WF (Active months)

Support: 157.6 -144.7 usc/kg
Resistance: 178.1 – 187.3 usc/kg

Support: 13,195 – 13,000 CNY/mT
Resistance: 15,105 – 15,785 CNY/mT

INE TSR20 (Active months)

TOCOM RSS3 (Active months)

Support: 10,220 – 9,960 CNY/mT
Resistance: 12,020 – 12,150 CNY/mT

Support: 193.7 – 182.1 JPY/kg
Resistance: 230.2 – 241.3 JPY/kg

Source: Wenhua Financial

All indices across different markets were range bound for most of September before breaking out to finish the
month at or close to month’s high.

Overview of forex trends for September 2021
Spetember 2021 (USD equivalent)

Open

Close

Low

High

MoM
change %

YTD change
%

Indonesia Rupiah

14,283

14,313

14,203

14,313

0.2%

1.9%

Thai Baht

32.36

33.83

32.36

33.86

4.5%

13.0%

Chinese Renminbi

6.45

6.45

6.43

6.48

0.0%

-0.8%

Malaysian Ringgit

4.15

4.19

4.14

4.19

0.8%

4.1%

Euro

0.84

0.86

0.84

0.86

2.3%

5.5%

Central African Franc

554

567

552

567

2.3%

6.0%

Trendline

Source: Bloomberg

In general, USD appreciated against all listed currencies except for Chinese RMB in September as rising U.S.
treasury yield, caused by Fed’s policy tightening outlook, sparked fund inflows back into USD.
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Overview of supply situation by key origins
Region

Country

East Asia

China (Hainan)

East Asia

China (Yunnan)

SE Asia

Indonesia

Africa

Ivory Coast

SE Asia

Malaysia

SE Asia

Thailand

SE Asia

Vietnam

Dec

Jan

Feb

Legend

Typical Natural Rubber Production Cycle
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Source: Company estimates

Wintering
Transitory period
Peak Production

Ivory Coast (Africa)
• Supply situation remains good.
However, the competition for raw
materials are intensifying due to
strong demand for both cup lumps
and finished goods.
• As such, AFR symbols approved
for tyre majors have seen their
utilisation improved lately, due to
their geographical advantage.
However, the physical premiums
are not as high as early this year.

Indonesia
• The already-scarce raw material situation is
expected to be aggravated further by
impending monsoon season. Evident by the
declining export volumes, which probably
explains the high premium paid by buyers
of SIR. (Figure A4)
• Raw material prices expected to trend
higher in view of impending shortage in
coming months, regardless of the
movement in SICOM prices.
• October and November are typically the
period where negotiations for 2022 LTC
commence between producers and tyre
makers. In view of the tight situation now,
the LTC premium sought by the producers
for may be substantially higher.

China
• Continued border closures in Yunnan limited
the importing of raw material. Margins for
WF rebounded on the back of improving
prices, releasing some supplies.
• In Hainan, tyre grade rubber margins remain
tight and factories have shifted towards
producing more latex concentrate products.
• Recent power shortages may restrict
factories’ output. Coupled with impending
seasonal wintering, domestic stockpile could
deplete faster than expected.
Vietnam
• Supplies continue to be restricted due to
weather conditions. This is in line with the dip
in its rubber export in Aug 2021, in contrast of
the uptrends in the past years. (Figure A1)

Thailand
• Enters peak production, margins remain reasonable
• Due to cost advantage, STR producers are favoured
by international tyre makers over SIR producers for the
time being. This is evident from the dipping exports to
China, as the volumes are diverted to the international
players. (Figures A2 and A3).
• Production levels dipped further in Sept 2021 due to
factory closures amid COVID-19 outbreaks. Recent
Dianmu tropical storm may also potentially disrupt the
production areas in coming month.

Malaysia
• Supply situation is similar to Thailand. However, the COVID19 situation is improving with the daily infections gradually
dropping over the past month.
• The impact of Ivory Coast’s new restriction on its cup lumps
export is likely to be negative to SMR producers, but gravity
of the situation remains unclear.
• Malaysian government has recently pledged to help local
smallholders, there are no specifics as of yet.
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Overview of demand situation
International

China

• Demand level continues to be healthy,
despite the recent chip shortage situation
experienced by automakers.
• It has also been observed the tyre
makers have pivoted to ship the dry
rubber to destinations through breakbulk
shipments, rather than the conventional
containers. This should alleviate the
inventory shortage situation at year end.
• Freight rates remains high, but the rate of
increase slowed during September.
(Figure A5)

• The capacity utilisation of the PRC-based tyre factories is
stable from previous months, in absence of any obvious
stimulating factor. However, as aforementioned, the
widespread power outage in key industrial and
commercial provinces would be a near-term risk factor.
• Despite the stable operating rates in factories and the
logistical congestion situation, China is exporting more
tyres than ever, an indication of the strong automotive
demand globally.
• Hence, China is drawing down from inventories to fulfil
the surging demand, which caused overall stocks level to
continue dropping. They are now running on much lower
stock reserves - equivalent to one month of domestic
consumption as of now, more than halved from year-ago
period. It is also uncertain as to when China will restock
its strategic reserve.

Tyre exports from China (in kmT)
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Estimated natural rubber stock level in kmT
中国天胶库存水平估计 (千吨)
Bonded area 保税区

Non-bonded area 区外混合胶

SHFE 沪胶交割库

INE 上海能源交易所
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Source: Customs data, company estimates
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Concluding thoughts
On the supply side, there are conflicting factors at play: Despite the origins entering seasonal peak production,
but the heavy rain as a result of monsoon and typhoons may limit the potential upside. Raw material scarcity
may remain a major theme for the supply in coming months.
However, from a demand point of view, the international automakers and tyre makers have been procuring
tyres and rubber rather aggressively. Meanwhile, the PRC domestic tyre makers’ utilisation rates appear to be
weakening given the recent revelations. As the restocking has yet to take place, it may indicate that the rubber
sources that has been historically destined towards China (most prominently being Thailand) may have been
snapped up by the international tyre makers. Assuming that there are no new sources coming online, Chinese
tyre makers may face supply pressure when they decide to re-stock.

Disclaimers
This report has been prepared by Halcyon Agri Corporation Limited (“Company”) for informational purposes, and may
contain projections and forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and
financial performance. These views are based on current assumptions which are subject to various risks and which may
change over time. No assurance can be given that future events will occur, that projections will be achieved, or that the
Company’s assumptions are correct.
The information is current only as of the date of this report and shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that
the information is correct as of any time subsequent to the date of this report or that there has been no change in the financial
condition or affairs of the Company since such date. Opinions expressed in this report reflect the judgement of the Company
as of the date of this report and may be subject to change. This report may be updated from time to time and there is no
undertaking by the Company to post any such amendments or supplements on this report.
The Company will not be responsible for any consequences resulting from the use of this report as well as the reliance upon
any opinion or statement contained within this report or for any omission.
Information in this report has been extracted and/or reproduced from published or otherwise publicly available sources, and
the sole responsibility of the Company has been to ensure through reasonable enquiries that such information is accurately
extracted from such sources and reflected or, as the case may be, reproduced in its proper form and context. The Company
takes no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy and/or correctness of such information.
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Appendix

Rubber exports from Vietnam (in kmT)
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Figure A1: Vietnam rubber export overview

Figure A2: Thailand rubber export overview

% of Thai exports destined to China

Rubber exports from Indonesia (in mT)
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Figure A3: % of Thailand’s exports destined towards China
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Figure A4: Indonesia rubber export overview

Global shipping indices
Baltic Dry Index

Shanghai Container Freight Index
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Figure A5: Global shipping indices
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